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Chapter One - Abstract

Introduction

In this project, we want to build a Humanoid Robot, which can detect human
movement and follow the action in real time. A humanoid robot is a robot with its
overall appearance based on that of the human body. In general humanoid robots
have a torso with a head, two arms and two legs, although some forms of
humanoid robots may model only part of the body, for example, from the waist up.
Humanoid robots are being developed to perform human tasks like personal
assistant, where they should be able to assist the sick and elderly, and dirty or
dangerous jobs. Regular jobs like being a receptionist or a worker of an
automotive manufacturing line are also suitable for humanoids. In essence, since
they can use tools and operate equipment and vehicles designed for the human
form, humanoids could theoretically perform any task a human being can, so long
as they have the proper software.

Aim and Objectives

The main aim for this project is to develop a control program for the robot that allows
it to walk with two legs in a stable way by the control board. The main programming
language is C and the movement signal from human to robot should be wireless.
Following are some of the objectives:
•

Sensor board, Transceiver board(s) and Controller board should be developed.

•

A communication protocol of the whole system should be developed.

•

A walking algorithm should be developed.

•

A data algorithm should be developed for further development and automatic
control.
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Once the Sensor(s) detects human's movement, the acceleration signal in analog
format is sent to the Transmitter of the Transceiver. The Microprocessor inside the
Transmitter translates the analog signal into wireless signal, and then sends it to the
Receiver through the air. After the Receiver gets the wireless signal, the
Microprocessor inside the Receiver translates the signal to digital signal and sends it
to the Control Microprocessor (ATmega128). The Control Microprocessor uses the
incoming data to calculate and control the Robot. The signal to control the robot is

PWM (Pulse Width Modulation).

Subsystem Block Diagrams
Sensor
•

The sensor including a I-pole low pass filter.

•

Temperature compensation.

•

g-Select which allows for the selection among 4 sensitivities.

•

A Sleep Mode that makes it ideal for handheld battery powered electronics.
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Figure2. Simplified Accelerometer Functional Block Diagram
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Design specifications

1.
2.
3.
4.

Using sensor to detect the human movement
The sensor signals translate to wireless signal.
Giving feedback to the micro controller
The microcontroller controls the servos and motors of the robot

Hardware
Sensor: MMA7260QT
•

Selectable Sensitivity (1.Sg/2g/4g/6g)

•

Low Current Consumption: SOOuA

•

Sleep Mode: 3uA

•

Low Voltage Operation: 2.2V - 3.6V

•

6mm x 6mm x1.4Smm QFN

•

High Sensitivity (800 mV/g

•

Integral Signal Conditioning with Low Pass Filter

•

Robust Design, High Shocks Survivability

@
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Transceiver: nRF24E1
•

nRF2401 2.4GHz RF transceiver

•

80S1 compatible micro controller

•

Compatible with nRF24E2

•

9 input 10bit ADC 100kSPS

•

Single 1.9V to 3.6V supply

•

Internal voltage regulators

•

2uA standby with wakeup on timer or external pin

•

Internal VDD monitoring

•

Supplied in 36 pin QFN (6x6mm) package

•

0.18um CMOS technology

•

Mask programmable version available

•

Low Bill of Meterial

•

Ease of design

Software
•
•

WinAVR
AVR studio

•

Keil

Report Outline

Chapter 2 - Background
A sensor is a device that measures some attributes of the world. So sensing plays an
important role in robotic paradigms. Proprioceptive sensors sense the position, the
orientation and the speed of the humanoid's body and joints.
Human beings inner ears are used to maintain balance and orientation. Humanoid
robots use accelerometers to measure the acceleration, from which velocity can be
calculated by integration; tilt sensors to measure inclination; force sensors placed in
robot's hands and feet to measure contact force with environment; position sensors,
that indicate the actual position of the robot (from which the velocity can be
calculated by derivation) or even speed sensors.
The sensor we chose is MMA7260QT, the sensor is very high sensitivity and the
chip's packing size is very small with low power consumption. Therefore, the sensor
is very suitable to attach with humans body to detect the movement.
For the transceiver, we found a lot of information about what kinds of protocol and
RF module should be used. The nRF24E1 uses ShockBurst™ technology to allow the
embedded 8051 MeV to clock in data at a very low speed into the RF-interface which
in tum computes the eRe checksum and buffers up data in an on-chip FIFO for
transmission at up to 1Mbitls. At the receiving end the opposite takes place, the RF
front end buffers up data, decodes the address and computes the eRe checksum,
allowing the embedded 8051 MeV to clock out data at a low speed. Also, we found
this RF module include the AD convelier. It is very a good fit for our project.
The advantages of using the RF module are its small size and simple controller,
because this module does not only include transceiver but also includes AD converter
and 8051 MeV. However, the disadvantage of the RF module is that we need to
program the EEPROM.

Chapter 3 - Methodology
Knowledge Needed to Execute the Project

•

Basic Circuit Theory. (ELEC202, ELEC304)

•

The working principal of acceleration sensor (Accelerometers) and what is
ADC. (ELEC302, ELEC504)

•

The communication principal of wireless. (ELEC214, ELEC343)

•

Microprocessor Experiments (ELEC254)

•

Programming by WinAVR (BOOK: Embedded C Programming and the Atmel
AVR)

•

Usage of ATmega128 (Robocon Team)

•

Programming of the 8051 in RF module, this will be developed using the
programming skill of Assembly language and C++.

Project Plan
{>-

Design Phase

>-

Description of the Proposed Solution

Nowadays, the enhanced locomotive ability of humanoid robots will increase the
range of the manipulative function. With the tight integration of perceptive
ability, a humanoid robot will gain a certain level of autonomy by interacting
with human master or executing tasks intelligently. The inclusion of cognitive
ability will make a humanoid robot a physical agent, capable of self-developing
its mental and physical capabilities through real-time interaction with the
environment and human masters. There is no doubt that the emergence of
humanoid robots will have great impact on many aspects of our modem society.
So we decide our FYP to be humanoid robot.
We use MMA7260QT for our sensor because of the high Sensitivity (low-g).
Compared to the medium-g and high-g sensor, low-g accelerometer is more
suitable for movement detection. It means the sensor can detect a small
movement such as pulling up your hand slowly. As a result, with high sensitivity
detection, we can have more precise control for the robot. In additional, the
sensor's chip size is very small, it's very easy to attach on human body parts such
as hand, arm and leg. Besides, the sensor is very cheap, it is cost HK$30 per unit.
We use WinAVR as my programming tool. The biggest advantage of tiny
microcontrollers is that they are extremely economical. Arithmetic-Logic Unit
(ALU) performs all calculations and it is connected to 32 general purpose
registers directly. The Microcontroller is the Harvard architecture -this means

that MCU can work with data program memory and with data memory at the
same time. Comparing AVR to other RISC micro controllers it uses 2-level
conveyor allowing during execution of one command to read another command
code. This is why only one clock cycle is needed for execution of one command.
~

Technical Challenges and Merits of the Project
Balancing problem in programming
The problem of active balancing of legged robots-also known by various other
names in the literature as "whole body cooperative balancing," "whole-body
stabilization," or "posture control"-involves the correction of a robot's motion,
usually in real-time, to prevent the robot from tipping over while being supported
by one or more legs. An input reference trajectory, not necessarily stable or even
dynamically feasible, is typically assumed given, and the objective is to correct
the actual motion, in real-time, so as to maintain balance in the presence of
external disturbances while closely following the reference trajectory.

EEPROM programmer with RF module
The user program is normally loaded into a 4K byte RAM from an external serial
EEPROM by the bootstrap loader. So, need made an EEPROM programmer with
SPI interface.

Different ADC value between the senior and RF module
The absolute maximum for any AIN voltage of RF module is +/- 2V. However,
the range for AOUT of senior is

O~3.3V.

So, we should add a resistor to drop

down the voltage.
~

Deliverables
From summer to now, we have developed the
Sensor board,

Transceiver board(s)

and

Controller board. (From bottom to top) But
the Transceiver board is still in testing phase.

FigureS. Sensor board, Transceiver board(s)
and Controller board have been developed.
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Implementation Phase

•

1st state: Hardware implementation and testing, the hardware are the Sensor,
the Transceiver, the Control Board and the Robot.

•

2nd state: Software implementation and testing, the program are read the
sensor signal, the communication protocol of the transceiver and control the
servos of robot.

•
-<}

3rd state: Whole system implementation and testing.

Testing Phase

•

To test the sensor board, connect the X, Y and Z output Pins to CRO, then
shake the board and observe the CRO monitor to see whether any signal is
changing.

•

To test the EEPROM programmer with RF module, we wrote a simple
program in EEPROM in RF module, and then implemented with 8051, by
using CRO to observe weather the output is proper or not.

•

To test the program in 8051 which is in RF module, we need to use the
software "keil "to do a simulation, and then compared the practical result.

-<}

Evaluation Phase

•

For the sensor, the reference voltage should be 1.6V, and the output voltage
range should be between OV ~ 3.3y'

•

For RF module, it is expected that we can measure the same baud rate at the
transmitter and receiver. The transmit distance should be within 20 meters.

Chapter Four - Accomplishments
My major responsibility is programming. This summer, after we bought KHR-2HV
from Japan and implemented the robot, I started to learn basic control of the servos.
Since the majority of the robot engines are run by servo, my job is to use C program
to control the servo. This is the servo that we used in our project.

:Pigure6. The structure of Servo.

Servos works with a closed feedback loop. This is actually potentiometer which is
connected to a mechanical shaft and senses the angle of tum. So potentiometer
voltage directly indicates the angle of tum. Potentiometer signal goes to the digital
controller of the motor which powers the motor until potentiometer reaches the
desired angle, then logic shuts the motor. Our servos are powered by DC voltage from
4.8 to 7.2V. They are designed with limited rotation angle 180 0 so that our robot
could move its body like human. Furthermore, they can be modifier for continuous
rotation.

Since I was in the Robocon Team for 2 years, I am familiar with ATmega
programming. Servo motor shaft is positioned with pulse width modulated signals, so
all servos come with three wires (Power, Ground and Control), and pulses are sent via
control wire. Usually in hobby servos with rotation angle 90 0 , signal width varies

between 1 and 2ms. If the pulse is wider rotation continues until it reaches mechanical
limits

During the time I spend on our project, I tested the board, repaired the connection
problem, figured out the initial library in the programming. I also fixed all the servos
into the robot, and connected them well to the control board.
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We use ATmega128 as our CPU of the board for reasons. Its resulting architecture is
more code efficient while achieving throughputs up to ten times faster than
conventional CISC microcontrollers, since it has128K bytes of In-System
Programmable Flash with Read-While-Write capabilities, 4K bytes EEPROM, 4K
bytes SRAM, 53 general purpose I/O lines, 32 general purpose working registers,

Real Time Counter (RTC), four flexible Timer/Counters with compare modes and
PWM, 2 USARTs, a byte oriented Two-wire Serial Interface, an 8-channel, 10-bit
ADC with optional differential input stage with programmable gain, programmable
Watchdog Timer with Internal Oscillator, an SPI serial port, IEEE std.1149.1 and
compliant JTAG test interface is also used for accessing the On-chip Debug system
and programming and six software selectable power saving modes. We almost fully
used these features.
Since our robot has more function rather than just walk or move, the Atmel
ATmega128 is a powerful micro controller that provides a highly flexible and cost
effective solution to our control applications. I use C and WinAVR tool to compiler
the program into the board. For our ATmega board, I used 17 pins as for 5 ports to
control 17 servos of the robot
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Figure8. Pins layout of ATmega128

I already finished the entire servos control program, and then problem comes.
Right now, all the servos can rotate exactly and automatically. Each servo can work
individually or correspondingly. However, I found that the robot cannot walk. Once it
raises its leg, it falls down. That is the problem of balance, which is the problem of
active balancing of legged robots, also known by various other names in the literature
as "whole-body cooperative balancing," "whole-body stabilization," or "posture
control" control"-involves the correction of a robot's motion, usually in real-time, to
prevent the robot from tipping over while being supported by one or more legs.
Our supervisor gave a paper about using mathematical representation to calculate and
deal with stabilization problem.

(b) Contact forces at foot.

(a) Humanoid robot.

Right now, I am working on matrix constraints on the notion of the ZMP (zero
moment point) to develop a general SOCP framework for the active balancing
problem. Below are the equations that I am going to use.
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The paper that our supervisor gave me has presented a general convex optimization
framework for the active balancing of legged robots. It's useful and important. I will
continue to try to understand the paper.

This summer, we brought a robot KHR-2HV from Japan. After implemented the robot,
I have made two converter boards, which are same size as the original board on the
robot. That is because we want to use our control board to control the robot.
Converter A board is used to replaces the original board and connects to the servos.
Converter B board is used to transfer the signal from control board to robot. However,
the ATmega128 control board we are using just a temporarily control board for
testing only because others make the board. We would design our aim ATmega128
control board for project later.

Figure9. Converter Boards (left) used to replace the Original Board (right).
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FigurelO.The Converter Board(s) schematic.

Figurell.PCB layout

In addition, I did some research on Acceleration Sensor (Accelerometers) from
Internet, to understand the working principle and some of the applications. For
measure the human's pace or movement, it has suggest that using a 109 - 20g sensor.
Finally, I picked a high sensitivity (Low-g) and low current consumption 3-axis
Acceleration sensor: MMA7260QT from Freescale for our project. The sensor I
chosen is ±1.5g - 6g three-axis low-g micro machined accelerometer that can archive
our goal.
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Figure12. Suggested g Levels for Various Applications.

After I requested some samples (MMA7260QT) from Freescale and made an
evaluation board. To test the board, connect the X, Y and Z output Pins to eRO, then
shake the board and observe the signal changing in the monitor of eRO. The result is
satisfied for our project. By doing the converter board and the evaluation board, I used
ProteI DXP for schematic drawing and peB layout. Next problem I need to solve are
how many sensor should I needed and where the sensors should be placed on the
body.

Figurel3. The Sensor Evaluation board.

Figure14 & 15. The testing result: the reference voltage of the sensor is 1.6V and the operation range of
the sensor is OV - 3.3V.

Figure16. The Evaluation Board of Sensor schematic.
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Figure17. The Evaluation Board of sensor PCB layout.

Here, I want to talk about the implementing positioning algorithms using
accelerometers. The acceleration is the rate of change of the velocity of an object. At
the same time, the velocity is the rate of change of the position of that same object. In
other words, the velocity is derivative of the velocity, thus:

The integration is the opposite of the derivative. If the acceleration of an object is
know, we can obtain the position data if a double integration is applied (assuming
initial conditions are zero):

One way to understand this formula is to define the integral as the area below the
curve, where the integration is the sum of very small areas whose width is almost zero.
In other words, the sum of the integration represents the magnitude of a physical

variable.

x
Figure 1. Sampled Accelerometer's Signal
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As a concluding, double integrate the accelerometer signal in a time interval, we can
obtain the position. Therefore, the microcontroller can control the robot walking
position after the calculation.

In this summer, I searched a lot of information about wireless communication. After

estimate how many data should be transmitted from senor to robot. My partners and I
decided to use RF module. Because it is off-the-sell, then I found the nRF24E1 is fit
our project. It is not only high data rate also has 8051 compatible microcontroller
inside. As a result, it can desire transmit and receive function with program, if we buy
two set of RF module. Also, one of the advantages is the supply voltage of nRF24E1
is same with the senior.
However, I face the problems which are how to write the program to the RF module
and how to get signal from senior. So, I found some information on web site. Then I
draw a schematic and PCB layout by using "proteI". Finally, make an evaluation
broad to overcome those problems. The transceiver board can combine the senior and
RF module in one broad with many ports. Also, the transceiver board is shipped with
an EEPROM programmer which enable me program it on board SPI EEPROM
through PC software.
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Figure I 8. Transceiver board with programming dongle

Figure19. Transceiver board
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Figure20. The Transceiver board Schematic

Figure21. The Transceiver board PCB layout

Moreover, I found a PC software "keil" to program the 8051 in the RF module. By
using this software, doing simulation becomes more convenient and easy. Also, user
friendly, can see all stored data in register on the screen and set the baud rate very
easy. During simulation, program is running, can use the debug function of "keil" to
set the breakpoint or nm the program by step.

Figure22. The interface of "keil"

When the result of simulation can fulfill our requirement, we can generate a HEX file
for EEPROM.
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Select the "Option for target", and then create the hex file.
After create a HEX file, header should be added and the software "PonyProg" should
be used to write in EERPOM.
Furthermore, "keil" require a header file for RF module with embedded 8051
compatible microcontroller. The purpose of the header file is used for initialization.
Since all the in/output pins of 8051 are fixed by hardware design.

To sum up, the preparation of the wireless part is finished. Now, we can simulate the
program and write to the embedded 8051 in RF module. Next stage, we will try to
implement some specific program to meet our project goal.
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